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Abstract: We describe the state of the art in the eld
of radiative corrections for deep inelastic scattering. Dif-
ferent methods of calculation of radiative corrections are
reviewed. Some new results for QED radiative corrections
for polarized deep inelastic scattering at HERA are pre-
sented. A comparison of results obtained by the codes
POLRAD and HECTOR is given for the kinematic regime of
the HERMES experiment. Recent results on radiative cor-
rections to deep inelastic scattering with tagged photons
are briey discussed.
1 Introduction
The knowledge of QED, QCD, and electroweak (EW) radiative cor-
rections (RC) to the dierent deep inelastic scattering (DIS) processes
is indispensable for the precise determination of the nucleon structure
functions (SF). The forthcoming high statistics measurements of un-
polarized and polarized SF at H1, ZEUS, HERMES, and SLAC require
the knowledge of the RC at the percent level. This has to be met by
adequately precise theoretical calculations.
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In this report we summarize the actual status in the eld of RC's
for DIS. In section 2, we present a short review of dierent methods
used with an emphasis on the so-called Model Independent approach
(MI). Here, we also describe results of a recent new calculation [1] of
the QED corrections for polarized DIS including both  and Z-boson
exchange and accounting for all twist-2 contributions to the polarized
SF's for both longitudinally and transversely polarized nucleons. In
section 3, we present some new numerical results of this calculation.
Section 4 sketches briey recent results on the RC's for DIS with
tagged photons [2]. This report represents a natural continuation of a
talk [3] presented at the Warsaw Rochester Conference. In that talk
an additional motivation is presented showing why the eld is still a
very vivid one.
2 Dierent Approaches
2.1 A Qualitative Comparison of Monte Carlo,
Semi-Analytic, and Deterministic Approaches
Until recently, two basic approaches to the RC's for DIS were used:
 The Monte Carlo (MC) approach aims at the construction of
precise event generators (MCEG). This approach is exclusive
and deals with completely dierential cross-sections. Therefore
it is rather exible with respect to experimental applications,
e.g. allowing for cuts. MCEG are real tools for data analysis.
In principle, this approach suers of statistical errors although
a very impressive performance of MCEG's has been reached in
recent years, see [4] and [5]. Typical examples of MCEG's for
DIS are: HERACLES [6], LESKO-F [7], and KRONOS [8].
 Semi-Analytic (SAN) approaches aim at partly integrated cross-
sections. Therefore they are much less exible concerning pos-
sible cuts as compared to MCEG's. Only a limited number of
inclusive distributions can be usually evaluated and no event
generation is possible. However, the method provides fast and
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precise codes, provide exact benchmarks for MCEG's. The un-
derlying physics is clearly exhibited, and sometimes appealing
formulae emerge as a reward. These are the reasons why people
will probably always try to perform SAN calculations. Further-
more, SAN codes may be used for tting of theory predictions to
experimental data at the nal phase of their analysis. Examples
of SAN codes for DIS are: HELIOS [9], TERAD91 [10], FERRAD [11,
12], APHRODITES [13], POLRAD [14] and nally HECTOR [15], to
which this talk is largely related.
Recently people began to use the so-called Deterministic Approach
(DA), see, for instance, [16]. The DA is an alternative to the MC
approach but without the ability of event generation. It also operates
with completely dierential cross-sections but integrates avoiding MC
methods. A faster computing than in the case of MC may emerge since
the integration is based on methods possessing better convergency
(see the talk by T. Ohl [17] in these proceedings for a discussion of
basic issues of DA). A necessary feature of DA should be the access
to any realistic experimental cuts. This is usually achieved by the
explicit solution of the relevant kinematic inequalities for the phase
space boundaries. The elements of the DA are used in two of our
recent codes, ela 1.00 [18] and one of the new branches in HECTOR
1.11 [19].
2.2 Model Independent Approach
The Model Independent approach to the problem under consideration
is usually understood as the description of the QED RC's to only the
leptonic line of the Born-level Feynman diagrams. The hadronic part
of the diagrams is assumed to be untouched. Therefore both the Born
approximation and the radiative diagrams contain the same hadronic
tensor accessing hadron dynamics through a potentially Model In-
dependent description by means of the structure functions. This is
possible only for the neutral current (NC) DIS where a continuous
ow of the electric charge through the leptonic line ensures the QED
gauge invariance of the description to all orders. The MI approach
was comprehensively reviewed in [20] recently.
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2.2.1 Born cross-section for the process ep! eX
Here we present a complete set of formulae for the polarized DIS Born
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stand for the vector and axial-vector couplings of
electrons to Z-boson, p
e
= 1 for a particle beam and p
e
=  1 for an
antiparticle beam, (Q
2




















The expression (6) possesses a nice factorization property when the
tensorial structures decouple from  and Z propagators and couplings.
This is a consequence of the Ultra Relativistic Approximation (URA)










This approximation is very accurate for the description of the Born





not precise enough, however, for the description of radiative polarized
DIS, and as a result the factorization property (6) is lost.
The hadronic tensor is being constructed from general principles
of invariance (Lorenz invariance, current conservation). There is no
unique presentation for it in the literature. We use the form of ref. [21],


























































































































































































































































Contracting the leptonic and hadronic tensors in (1), one derives
the three Born cross-sections, depending on the nucleon spin orienta-













































) = (2  y)Q
2
: (14)

































































) are kinematical factors which obey a compact ex-
plicit form similar to (14), see ref. [1].
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The angle ' is an azimuthal angle between transverse spin vectors and





























The expressions (13) and (15) possess the same factorization prop-
erty as leptonic tensor (6) does. As a consequence of it, the SF's
combine with the  and Z propagators and coupling constants and






, which are sim-
















enter actually in only two combinations













































































































































































































































Eqs. (13){(21) represent the complete set of formulae for the un-
polarized and polarized DIS in the Born approximation. Now we turn
to the rst order QED RC's within MI approach.
2.2.2 Radiative process ep! eX
For the description of the radiative process ep ! eX, one has to
















































; together with an azimuthal angle
'
k
varying from 0 to 2 (see [20] for a complete description of the
kinematics of the process ep ! eX), form a complete set of ve
independent kinematic variables.
The dierential cross-section for the scattering of polarized elec-
trons o polarized protons, originating from the four bremsstrahlung























































is given by the same formulae (10){(12) as for the Born
case but now with all 4-momenta acquiring an index h, which stands




denotes the leptonic radiative tensor, an analog of
the Born leptonic tensor (6), but for four bremsstrahlung diagrams.
Its explicit form is presented in [1]. It does not exhibit such a simple













































The explicit form of the kinematic factors S
U
i
is given by eqs. (3.14){
(3.16) of ref. [20]. They are analogs of the factors (14) for the case
of bremsstrahlung. Due to this they are functions of four invariant
variables (22) (they are assumed to be integrated over the angle '
k
).
As is seen from (25), the factorization for the three generalized SF's
is fullled for the unpolarized cross-section.







































































































































We note that the rst sum in (26) exhibits the same factoriza-
tion property as (25), but now for ve polarized SF's. There also








), and seven associ-
ated kinematic factors, S
L;T
vi;ai;zi





. These contributions turn out to be rather
9
important since after one integration more they yield terms of O(1)
3
.





























































































are of comparable complexity
to those for the unpolarized DIS. They all were explicitly derived in [1].




are given in [20], eqs. (A.30){(A.31).
2.2.3 The net radiative correction









































radiatively corrected cross-section. The index k runs over unpolarized,
















































The rst term contains the universal, factorized correction, originating
from the vertex diagram and an IR-divergent part of the bremsstrah-
lung contribution. In leptonic variables it is given by eq. (4.45) of [20].
The second non-universal, non-factorized term originates from the rest






















































), which are known to























































) is given by eq.(5.4) of [20].
In (30), the indices i; i
0
run over the set of kinematical factors and
generalized SF's F or G relevant to the index k. We note that all
\additional" terms in (26) of O(m
2
) are infrared nite. Therefore
they need not be subtracted in (30). Due to this one has two dierent
indices i; i
0
running in dierent limits.
The formulae of this subsection, together with all kinematical fac-
tors being not given here, present a complete set of formulae for the MI
approach to the RC's for polarized DIS. Here the presentation follows
the spirit of the review [20].
2.3 Leading Logarithmic Approximation
In the leading logarithmic approximation (LLA), the O() corrections
consist of three incoherent contributions due to initial and nal state







































































































The lower integration boundary z
0
derives from the conditions
x^(z
0
)  1; y^(z
0
)  1: (33)
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Here the new index a stands for the dierent types of measurements,
for which the denitions of the x^; y^;
^
S, as well as of the z
0
, are known
to be dierent (see for example [15]). Formulae of similar structure
are known in the second order LLA, O((L)
2
) [27].
















































































































































































































































































The LLA formulae are remarkably compact. To derive the ISR
and FSR contributions one has to know only the Born cross-section.
No more complex are also the relations for the Compton peak contri-
butions. A natural question arises: How precise are they as compared
to complete O() calculations? We will present some gures with
comparisons of LLA and complete calculations in section 3.
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2.4 QPM Approach, EWRC
The only way to go beyond leptonic corrections is to give up the MI ap-
proach in favour of complete O() calculations within the framework
of the quark-parton model (QPM) approach where one can access the
following RC's:
1. The QED RC's to the leptonic current;
2. The QED RC's to the quark current { a model of hadronic RC's;
3. The interference of lepton and quark bremsstrahlung together
with the corresponding ; Z; W boxes;
4. The electroweak radiative corrections (EWRC).
If identical SF's are chosen, the QPM leptonic current QED cor-
rections (1.) should agree exactly with those calculated in the MI
approach. However, there is no access in the MI approach to the cor-
rections (2.), (3.), and (4.). The EWRC (4.) are usually taken into
account using the language of eective weak couplings.
HECTOR 1.00 [15] contains two QPM-based branches with com-
plete O() QED and EWRC's to:
 NC and CC DIS in leptonic variables [28];
 NC DIS in mixed variables [29].
3 Numerical Results
In this section we present some numerical results obtained with an
upgraded version of the HECTOR package [19] and present an updated
comparison with the results obtained by the code POLRAD15 [14].
For a brief description of main features of these codes as well as
for some numerical results illustrating the comparison between LLA
and complete O() calculations, and for a rst comparison of these
two codes we refer the reader to [3] and [30].
In all numerical calculations we used the CTEQ3M parametriza-
tion [31] for the unpolarized SF's and the GRSV'96 parametriza-
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Figure 1: A comparison of complete and LLA RC's at HERA collider
kinematic regime for NC unpolarized DIS in leptonic variables.
3.1 New Results of LLA/Complete Comparison
In gures 1 and 2 a comparison of the RC factors (28) is shown.
For the calculations we used the O() QED formulae presented in
subsections 2.2 and 2.3 of this report. In the LLA calculations, all
the three contributions (31) were used. We note that taking into
account the Compton peak contribution in the form of the two-fold





(see [1] for details)
improves substantially the agreement as compared to the case when
only initial and nal state RC (32) were considered.
An agreement at the same level of precision persists even if a cut on
the invariant mass of the nal hadronic state, M
2
h




, of the order of 100 GeV
2
is imposed.
We would like to warn the reader, however, that taking into ac-
count LLA alone is not fully sucient in all cases. In particular, at
HERMES energies the agreement becomes poorer, see gures 3 and 4
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Figure 2: The same as Figure 1 but for longitudinal DIS.
3.2 An Updated Comparison of HECTOR 1.11 and
POLRAD15 Results
This comparison, like the previous one, was done for the kinematic
range of HERMES, for the leptonic measurement of polarized DIS on
a proton target both for longitudinal and transverse orientations of
the proton spin. Only the  exchange diagrams and the rst order
QED RC's were retained.
Figures 3 and 4 update corresponding gures of [3] and [30]. These
gures, together with a gure from ref. [30] for the unpolarized DIS,
demonstrate a very good agreement of the results of the \tuned" (i.e.
with exactly the same, simplied input) comparison between HECTOR
1.11 and POLRAD15. This does not replace future comparisons in
the real experimental applications. The previously registered small
disagreement for the polarized cases for low x and high y was due to
the omission of terms of O(m
2
) in eq. (26) in [3] and [30].
From gures 3 and 4 one can also see how well the LLA and com-
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Figure 3: A comparison of RC's calculated by HECTOR and POLRAD for
NC longitudinal DIS in leptonic variables.
4 RC for tagged photon DIS
The interest to DIS with tagged photons arose recently. The H1 and
ZEUS collaborations collected samples of DIS events in which a photon
is observed in the so-called backward luminosity tagger with a typical
angular acceptance of 0.5 mrad around the beam axis. Although the
present statistics is limited to several thousand events, it will largely
improve with more HERA data coming. This is the reason why the RC
to this sample have to be calculated at the percent level of precision.
The relevant DIS Born-level cross-section, instead of (13), is described





































where the integration is performed over the angular range covered by
the photon tagger. In (36) the kinematic factors S
U
i
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Figure 4: The same as Figure 3 but for transverse DIS. For g
2
the
Wandzura{Wilczek relation [33] was used.
are understood to be completely dierential in ve kinematic variables.










in the laboratory frame,





(22) are used in this section, i.e. they are not
recalculated using the reduced electron beam energy.
In a recent paper [2], we performed a detailed calculation of the
Born cross-section (36) and an evaluation of the RC to it. The main
idea is to combine the MI approach for the description of the Born
cross-section (25) (the DIS bremsstrahlung is the Born-level process
in the problem under consideration) with the LLA for the description
of ISR QED corrections (32).
In gures 5 and 6 we show the Born cross-section and the RC for
E

= 5 GeV, the peak value of the distribution of tagged DIS events.
The RC exhibits nice properties: it shows a typical behaviour in
soft and hard bremsstrahlung corners in y and is quite at in between.
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Figure 5: The three-fold dierential Born DIS cross-section with tagged
photons for E










grows slightly with increasing E

, e.g. for E

= 10 GeV the plateau







< 0:9) its value is limited within a +5%;+25% interval.
The fact that the RC's for DIS with tagged photons are not so big
gives reasons to trust a simplied approach as used here. However, a
complete calculation of O() RC's to the DIS bremsstrahlung cross-
section seems to be still an important physical task in view of high
statistics data to be taken at HERA in the coming years.
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Figure 6: The RC to DIS cross-section with tagged photons.
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